
English  
 

 

 

Our topic this half term is ‘How do plants grow?’   
As a stimulus for our writing, our focus text will be 
‘The Flower’ by John Light.   Some of the activities 
that the children will be completing include: putting 
themselves into the shoes of the main character 
and considering how he feels during different parts 
of the story, writing a diary entry from his         
perspective, writing a  persuasive letter to a friend, 
writing a book review and comparing the book to 
others that they have read and writing an           
alternative ending to the story. 

You can help your child by discussing what happens 
in the story and talk with them about characters in 
this book and the other books they are reading. 
Talk about the characters feelings and what they 
are like too and discuss any vocabulary they may not 
know the meaning of. 

Maths  

At the beginning of this half term, Year 2 will be 

completing their unit of work on fractions.  The 

children have learnt to recognise and find 1/2, 1/3 

and 1/4 and will be learning about unit and non-unit 

fractions, equivalent fractions, finding three    

quarters and counting in fractions. 

Our maths lessons will then focus on a range of   

different areas including statistics: drawing and 

interpreting tally charts, pictograms and block    

diagrams, geometry: recognising and describing 2D 

and 3D shapes and understating lines of symmetry 

and  measurement: measuring in m 

and cm, comparing and ordering 

lengths and carrying out the four 

operations in relation to length.  

This will involve solving one and 

two step problems. 

  

Religious Education Our RE units for this half term are:   

 

Easter 

Children will know a range of stories about the Resurrection and the Risen Jesus, the other 

characters  involved and their reactions. They will be able to identify the symbols used     

during the Easter Season and  explain their significance. 

 

Pentecost 

Children will know the story of Pentecost and understand that the Holy Spirit was the     

promised gift of Jesus.  They will recognise the role of the Holy Spirit in the lives of Christians today.   

Children will also recognise that Confirmation is a celebration of the gift of the Holy Spirit. 

 

A prayer bag will be sent home on a weekly basis to a different family. 
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Art 
This half term the children will be  improving their 

drawing skills through doing observational  drawings of 

plants, leaves and flowers linked with our topic. They 

will be looking at different  techniques to create these 

drawings including colour, pattern,  texture, line, and 

shape. 

 

Geography 
In this unit the children will be        

identifying seasonal and daily weather 

patterns in the United Kingdom and the 

location of hot and  cold areas of the 

world in relation  to the Equator and the North and 

South Poles.  They will name and  locate the world’s  

seven continents and five oceans, use basic geographical 

vocabulary to refer to key physical features including: 

beach, coast, forest, sea, ocean and soil, and key human 

features   including: city, town,   village, factory and 

shop.  The children will also use world maps, atlases and 

globes to identify the United Kingdom and its countries.   
 

Computing 
In Computing this half term we will be looking at coding. 

The children will complete a number of programs on 

Espresso  coding which will enable them to make objects 

move around the screen, up, down, left and right. 

They will also learn how to solve problems on the      

computer by putting in correct information to make 

things happen. 

Our topic will be taught through cross-curricular sessions 

across the subjects. 

 

Science 
In Science we will be learning about 

plants.  The children will observe and describe how seeds and 

bulbs grow into mature plants and find out and  describe how 

plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow 

and stay healthy.  They will be planting their own sunflowers 

and   writing  instructions to do so, and keeping a sunflower 

diary, to observe changes to their flower over time. 

PE   
PE is on a Thursday for  both Acer 

and Silver Birch classes.  The  

children will take part in one PE   

session a week taught by a sports 

coach.  The children will be focusing 

on the unit of  throwing and catching 

which will enable them to begin to play field games.  

They will master the basic movements of throwing and 

catching as well as developing balance and co-ordination 

and begin to apply them in a range of activities.  They 

will begin to take part in team 

games, developing simple tac-

tics for attacking and    de-

fending. Children MUST have 

their kits in school on Monday 

please ready for the week ahead. All kit must be clearly 

named. If your child is wearing tights on a PE day, 

please ensure socks are also provided to wear with PE 

pumps. Please tie long hair back and make sure earrings 

are removed or covered with tape.   We may be doing PE 

outside now the weather is improving so please ensure 

your child has suitable footwear such as trainers or 

pumps. 

This term’s topic is ‘How do plants grow?’ 

Homework 
Children who practise skills at home achieve better  results, 
are happier and more confident at school.  Homework is given 
to reinforce skills and enable you to learn a little about what 
your child can do and needs to learn. 

We would like you to base your homework project this half 
term around our topic of ‘How do plants grow?’ This could be 
in the form of a poster, information leaflet, fact file or even 
a 3D model. The possibilities are  endless.  

Reading 
Reading books will continue to be sent out on a Monday so 
please ensure that the books come in promptly on Monday 
morning.  

Children should also be accessing the Bug Club Reading 
Scheme on the computer as new books will be allocated every 
Friday for your child to read. Bug Club is vital to make sure 
your child reaches national expectation in SATs. 

Spellings will be sent home on a Friday to be practiced ready 
for the spelling test the following Thursday. 

Maths 
Maths homework will be set online via My Maths every Friday, 
ready for completion for the following Friday. Please practise 
learning pairs of numbers (number bonds) that add up to 10, 
20 and 100 and also doubles and halves of numbers to 20.  
Please also continue to practise the 2, 3, 5 and 10 times ta-
bles.  It would also be useful if you could discuss with your 
child telling the time, using an analogue clock.  It is important 
in Year 2 that children can recognise o’clock, half past, quar-
ter past and quarter to.  You may also wish to challenge your 
child to recognise 5 minute intervals of time, e.g. five past, 
twenty five to, five to. 

Dates  

Homework Project Deadline — Friday 18th May 2018 

 

 


